OPERATOR MANUAL/USER GUIDE
IMPORTANT INFORMATION, KEEP FOR OPERATOR
This manual provides information for:

MODEL CONDUVECTION
MEAL DELIVERY SYSTEM
· Hot Side
· Cold Side
· Combination Conduction & Convection Heating
· Available Capacities: 20-trays

THIS MANUAL MUST BE RETAINED FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
READ, UNDERSTAND AND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS AND
WARNINGS CONTAINED IN THIS MANUAL.
NOTIFY CARRIER OF DAMAGE AT ONCE
It is the responsibility of the consignee to inspect the container upon receipt of
same and to determine the possibility of any damage, including concealed damage. Unified Brands suggests that if you are suspicious of damage to make a
notation on the delivery receipt. It will be the responsibility of the consignee to file
a claim with the carrier. We recommend that you do so at once.

Manufacture Service/Questions 888-994-7636.
Information contained in this document is known to be current and accurate at the time
of printing/creation. Unified Brands recommends referencing our product line websites,
unifiedbrands.net, for the most updated product information and specifications.

PART NUMBER CRT REV A (04/11)

1055 Mendell Davis Drive
Jackson, MS 39272
888-994-7636, fax 888-864-7636
unifiedbrands.net
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Product Information
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
• The Conduvection System uniquely combines both conduction and convection
heating methods for rethermalizing hot foods.
•

Food is plated cold and completed trays are placed inside the conduvection cart
and docked to a controller/chiller unit to hold foods in a refrigerated state, until
an automatic or manual retherm cycle is started.

•

Both conducted and convected heat are combined during the retherm cycle,
using conduction heaters for the entrée, soup, and hot beverage, and heated
air that circulates through the hot side of the cart, in approximately a 40 minute
heating cycle.

•

Chilled air circulates through the cold side of the cart, which is separated
from the hot side by an insulated barrier in the center of the cart, and is
thermostatically controlled at 36° - 39°F.

•

The tray is 16” x 22” and is constructed with a ridge near the center that
horizontally divides the hot side from the cold side. This ridge interfaces with the
insulated barrier in the center of the cart when the tray is loaded, allowing hot
and cold foods to be contained into two temperature zones. The conduvection
cart holds 20 trays.

•

Standard `A la Cart dishware is used, in addition to a coffee cup, cup cradle, and
a “half entrée cover” designed for retherming fried foods in combination with
other foods.

•

The Conduvection System utilizes advanced retherm technology and
programming features, whereby the heater intensity per meal can be
customized, a self-diagnostic check of heaters and refrigeration is conducted
with each use, and a security password can be set, as outlined in the
Conduvection System Display Panel Instructions found in Section 2.

•

The Conduvection System is ready to use with the optional `A la Cart Central
Management Control System (CMCS).

OM-CONDUVECTION
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Product Information
COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES
ITEM

Part #

DESCRIPTION

Conduvection Cart

24000-1

51” H x 23.5” W x 51” L,
Holds 20 trays

Conduvection Controller/Chiller

24017-1

62.3” H x 30” W x 29” L,
Requires 208 VAC, 3 ph.,
5 wire; 30 amp

Conduvection Tray Transport Cart

G101139

26 11/16” W x 38 5/8 “ D
x 60 1/8” H,
Enclosed, stainless steel;
holds 20 trays

Central Management Control System
(CMCS)

97603-1

Includes PC, Printer,
Software

Conduvection Tray

24018-1

16” x 22”, 10 per case

China Entrée Dish

90682-2

8 3/8” L x 6 ½ “ W x 7/8”
H, 36 per case

China Entrée Cradle

90687-2

36 per case

Conduvection China Entrée Cover

90708-1

48 per case

Conduvection China Half Entrée Cover

90708-2

48 per case

China Soup Bowl

90684-2

10 –oz, 4 11/16” diameter,
1 7/8” H, 24 per case

China Soup Cradle

90688-2

24 per case

Coffee Cup (high-heat reusable)

90715-1

24 per case

Coffee Cradle

90710-3

24 per case

China Soup Bowl Lid (high-heat
disposable)

90662-4

1000 per case

Coffee Cup Lid (high-heat disposable)

90716-1

2000 per case

Tray Mat (Moonrise)

90711-1

1000 per case

Items can be purchased separately. Plastic Dishware components are also available.
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Product Information

SPECIFICATION SHEET

Tray Cart
Dimensions
Weight
Construction
		
Misc.

(h x w x l): 51” x 23.5” x 51”
427 lbs.
Stainless steel, foam insulation, full perimeter urethane
bumpers, polyethylene panel inserts
Separate hot & cold compartments

Controller/Chiller Unit
Dimensions
Weight
Electrical
Refrigeration System
Heat of Rejection:

(h x w x l): 62.3” x 30” x 29”
405 lbs.
208 VAC, 3 ph., 5 wire; 30 amp
1 HP 404A
5000 BTU/hour max.; 2500 BTU/hour min.

OM-CONDUVECTION
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Overview & Operating Instructions
MENU PLANNING
Planning the menu for the Conduvection System will be the same as for any type of
cook/chill rethermalization system that utilizes either convection or conduction heating
methods. Any menu format can be utilized, depending on your patients or clientele,
length of stay, budget, and other factors.
The Conduvection System provides maximum flexibility with the type of menu
items to include in your menu that will result in excellent end point quality, due to
the combination of moist (conduction) and dry (convection) heat methods. You can
confidently plan to include fried foods and toast, as well as roasted, baked, steamed,
or other foods on the same menu, in the same meal, and even on the same plate! All
foods are prepared according to cook/chill standards, methods, and procedures, prior
to plating.
PLATING GUIDELINES
Many factors determine how hot foods are plated in the Conduvection System which,
in turn, affects the end result of rethermalization. These major factors include:
•
food density
•
thickness
•
texture
•
input temperatures
•
food item’s tolerance to heat
•
desired crispness, moistness, or softness of the end product
The Conduvection System provides you the option of using dry heat or moist heat for
heating foods, simply by how food is covered during the retherm process. In general,
DRY HEAT results in a more crisp or dry product; and MOIST HEAT results in a more
moist or soft product.
The following guidelines can be used when covering foods for heating on the
entrée plate:
CRISP, DRY PRODUCT > DRY HEAT > NO COVER
(fried foods, toast, English muffins)
SOFT, MOIST PRODUCT > MOIST HEAT > COVER
(meats, casseroles, starches, vegetables, eggs, pancakes)
COMBO CRISP & MOIST PRODUCTS TOGETHER > COMBO HEAT > ½ COVER
(hamburger and French fries, OR scrambled eggs and toast)
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Examples of Plating Items on the Entrée Plate in the Conduvection System:
PLATE
COMBINATION

EXAMPLE FOODS

LOCATION ON
PLATE

TYPE OF ENTREE
COVER

1 or 2 Baked
Items + 1 Fried
Item

Hamburger
French Fries

Right side
Left side

½ entrée cover
uncovered

2 or 3 Baked,
Steamed Items

Roast Beef/Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Carrots

Right side
Middle
Left side

full size cover
over all

2 or 3 Fried Items

Chicken Nuggets
French Fries

Right side
Left side

No cover over all

1 or 2 Breakfast
Items + Toast

Scrambled Eggs
Sausage
Toast

Right side
Middle
Left side

½ entrée cover
over eggs and
sausage, toast
uncovered

TRAY PRESENTATION
Tray presentation for the Conduvection System allows for the addition of a hot
beverage to the hot side of the tray, along with a main plate entrée and soup or hot
side dish. Each item sits on a conduction heater and is additionally heated by hot
circulating air entering the hot side of the cart.
The cold side of the tray accommodates all cold menu items such as entrée cold
plates, salads, desserts, condiments, and cold beverages. Frozen desserts are added
to the tray at the time of meal service. The cold items are chilled by super-cold
circulating air entering the cold side of the cart.
PLACEMENT OF DISHWARE
The same principles of dishware placement on the tray apply to both plastic and
china. The only difference is that when setting up a tray with china, a “cradle” is
utilized to hold the entrée plate and soup bowl in place over the heaters. A “cradle” is
also used to hold a hot beverage mug when using either type of dishware.
The following are basic rules for placement of dishware on the hot side of the tray,
with the hot side closest to you:
1.

The entrée plate is ALWAYS placed in the center.

2.

Two soup/side dish bowls are placed to the left, when NO entrée plate is used.

3.

When served, the hot beverage mug is BEST placed to the right of the entrée
plate.

The tray presentation diagrams on the following pages illustrate the correct placement
of dishware and food items on the tray. Correct dishware placement is important so
that the dishware rests on top of the large or small heating elements, allowing proper
heating.

OM-CONDUVECTION
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Overview & Operating Instructions
CHILLER DISPLAY PANEL INSTRUCTIONS
➢
The 4-Line LCD Display Screen

10
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Top 3 lines: 		

Displays Docking status, Meal Start Times, Operator
Messages, and information to setup parameters

Bottom Line: 		

Displays Time, Date, Return Air (RET) and Input Air
(INPUT) temperatures, Error Messages

RETHERM Button

Starts/Stops a manual Retherm cycle

HOLD Button		

Starts/Stops a manual Hold cycle

BACKLIGHT Button

Turns the display backlight ON/OFF

OPTIONS Button		
			

Accesses the Options menus and saves
displayed parameters during parameter setup

ENTER Button		
			

Used to select options and set parameters, and moves
cursor horizontally on the screen

UP/DOWN

Used to navigate vertically through the Options menus

Buttons

Chill Light (Blue)

Illuminates when a cart has been docked

Retherm Light (Red)
			

Illuminates when a Retherm cycle is in process and
flashes during the automatic heater check

Ready Light (Green)

Illuminates when a Hold cycle is in process

Fault Light (Yellow)

Illuminates when a fault has been detected

Overview & Operating Instructions
Normal Operation & Sequence of Events:
STATUS/
ACTIVITY

DISPLAY SHOWS

COMMENTS

Cart
Undocked
(Idle)

MENU MINDER: NO
CART DOCKED: NO
CART PLUGGED: NO

-

Cart Docking
Completed

MENU MINDER: YES
Chiller beeps during docking
CART DOCKED: YES
until all steps are completed and
CART PLUGGED IN: YES “yes” is displayed by each. When
all docking steps are completed
the display shows retherm start
times.

Automatic
Heater Check

Red Light flashes
when heater check is
completed.

Heater check is automatically
performed each time cart is
docked; takes 20 seconds.

Yellow Light is ON if fault/ Error message includes the
specific entrée or side heater
error is detected.
that is disabled (Example: SIDE
1 OPEN CKT); all other heaters
Error messages appear
on bottom display line at work; error messages are
automatically stored in the Error
5 second intervals.
Log in Options menu.
Cart Docked
(Chilling)

BRKFST START 7:00 AM
LUNCH START 11:30 AM
DINNER START 5:00 PM
Blue Light is ON

Cart Docked
(Retherming)

RETHERM IN PROCESS
TIME LEFT: 38 MIN
Red Light is ON

Cart Docked
(Holding)

HOLD IN PROCESS
TIME ELAPSED: 3 MIN
Green Light is ON

Cart
Undocking
Completed

CART NOT PLUGGED IN
STOP CYCLE: 5 MIN
HOLD = FORCE STOP

Automatic retherm start times
for each meal appear on display
as programmed; if no times are
preset, times will read as “Not
Set”.
Chiller automatically starts
retherm at the programmed
time or manually when retherm
button is pressed; display shows
number of minutes left in retherm
cycle until completed.
Hold cycle automatically begins
at the end of retherm or manually
when hold button is pressed;
display shows number of minutes
cart has been in hold cycle; hold
cycle will automatically stop
when maximum hold time is
reached (default is 60 min.).
Once undocking is completed
screen appears for 5 minutes
then returns to idle screen, or
pressing Hold returns it to idle.

OM-CONDUVECTION
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Using Manual Retherm & Hold Cycles:
ACTIVITY

STEPS/DISPLAY SHOWS

START Manual 1. Press Retherm button:
Retherm Cycle
START RETHERM CYCLE?
HIT ENTER TO CONFIRM
2. Press Enter button:
WHICH DUTY CYCLE?
OPTIONS = BREAKFAST
ENTER = LUNCH/DINNER
3. Press either Options button for
Breakfast, OR Enter button for
Lunch or Dinner:
RETHERM IN PROCESS
TIME LEFT: 38 MIN

COMMENTS
Manual Heating
parameter must be set to
“ON” to start a manual
retherm cycle. This
parameter is found under
the OPTIONS menu in
Factory Parameters.

Red Light will be ON.
STOP Manual 1. Press Retherm button:
Retherm Cycle
RETHERM IN PROCESS
STOP RETHERM?
HIT ENTER TO CONFIRM
2. Press Enter button:
BRKFST START Time AM
LUNCH START Time AM
DINNER START Time PM

Once ENTER is pressed
the screen will return
to the meal start time
display and chilling will
continue until cart is
undocked.

Blue Light will be ON until cart is
undocked.
START Manual 1. Press Hold button:
Hold Cycle
START HOLD CYCLE?
HIT ENTER TO CONFIRM
2. Press Enter button:
HOLD IN PROCESS
TIME ELAPSED: 0 MIN
Green Light will be ON.
STOP Manual
Hold Cycle

1. Press Hold button:
HOLD IN PROCESS
STOP HOLD?
HIT ENTER TO CONFIRM
2. Press Enter button:
BRKFST START Time AM
LUNCH START Time AM
DINNER START Time PM
Blue Light will be ON until cart is
undocked.
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Hold cycle will
automatically stop when
maximum hold time is
reached (default is 60
min.). Elapsed time will
go to 60 and return to
chill mode if cart is still
docked.
Once Enter is pressed
the screen will return
to the meal start time
display and chilling will
continue until cart is
undocked.

Overview & Operating Instructions
Using “OPTIONS” Menu, Reading Error Log, & Setting Password:
ACTIVITY
Access OPTIONS Menu
(No Password Set)
(OPTIONS menu contains all
equipment parameter settings)
Access OPTIONS Menu
(Password Already Set)
(OPTIONS menu contains all
equipment parameter settings)

STEPS/DISPLAY SHOWS

COMMENTS

1. Press Options button:
>MEAL PARAMETERS
HEATER PARAMETERS
FACTORY PARAMETERS
ENTER = EDIT, OPTIONS = QUIT

See the following pages for the
parameter settings included
within each group of parameters.

1. Press Options button:
ENTER PASSWORD
000
^^
2. Enter password using the Enter button to move
the (^^) across on setting and the up or down
keys to change values.

The password is a 3-digit
numeric setting. Holding down
the up or down key while
pressing allows quick scrolling.

3. Press Options button when correct values are
displayed:
Screen First Shows:
PASSWORD ACCEPTED
Screen Then Shows:
>MEAL PARAMETERS
HEATER PARAMETERS
FACTORY PARAMETERS
ENTER = EDIT, OPTIONS = QUIT
View/Change Meal Parameters

1. Complete steps under “Access OPTIONS
menu”.
2. With Meal Parameters already selected press
the Enter button to go to parameters list.
3. Use the up or down keys to scroll through
parameters list to select a setting.
4. Press Enter button to edit or change the selected
setting.
5. Use the Enter button to move the (^^)
horizontally on the setting and the up or down
keys to change values of the setting:
Example Screen:
BREAKFAST TIME
07:00 AM
^^
ENTER = EDIT, OPTIONS = QUIT
6. Press Options button to save changes and
return to previous screen.

If the password is entered
incorrectly the display will show:
PASSWORD REJECTED
See the following pages for the
parameter settings included
within each group of parameters.
Meal Parameter Settings:
Breakfast Time
(sets retherm start time)
Lunch Time
(sets retherm start time)
Dinner Time
(sets retherm start time)
Retherm Time
(sets retherm time in minutes)
Hold Time
(sets hold time in minutes)
Current Time
(sets current time/chiller clock)
Current Date
(sets current date)
Daylight Savings
(turns on/off daylight
savings mode)
It is important that AM/PM
designation is correct when
setting meal start times.

OM-CONDUVECTION
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Using “OPTIONS” Menu, Reading Error Log, & Setting Password:
ACTIVITY
View/Change Heater
Parameters

STEPS/DISPLAY SHOWS
1. Complete steps under “Access OPTIONS
menu”.
2. Move the “>” down to Heater Parameters using
the down key and press Enter button to go to
parameters list.
3. Use the up or down keys to scroll through
parameters list to select a setting.
4. Press Enter button to edit or change the
selected setting.
5. Use the up or down keys to change values of the
setting:
Example Screen:
BREAKFAST ENTREE
45 (sec/min)
^^
ENTER = EDIT, OPTIONS = QUIT

COMMENTS
Heater Parameter Settings:
Breakfast Entrée
(sets duty cycle for breakfast
entrée heater)
Breakfast Side
(sets duty cycle for breakfast side
heater)
Lunch Entrée
(sets duty cycle for lunch &
dinner entrée heater)
Lunch Side
(sets duty cycle for lunch &
dinner side heater)
Hold Cycle
(sets duty cycle for Hold cycle)

Heater intensity value indicates
how many seconds per minute
the heater remains ON during
Retherm and Hold cycles.

6. Press the Options button to save changes and
return to previous screen
View/Change Factory
Parameters

1. Complete steps under “Access OPTIONS
menu”.
2. Move the“ >” down to Factory Parameters using
the down key and press Enter button to go to
parameters list.
3. Use the up or down keys to scroll through
parameters list to select a setting.
4. Press the Enter button to edit or change the
selected setting.
5. Use the Enter button to move the (^^)
horizontally on the setting and the up or down
keys to change values of the setting:
Example Screen:
ENTER PASSWORD
000
^^
ENTER = EDIT, OPTIONS = QUIT
6. Press the Options button to save changes and
return to previous screen
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Factory Parameter Settings:
Error Log
(used to access last 10 faults)
Enter Password
(used to set a password)
*Other Parameters for
Technical Service Only:
Compressor Points
Defrost Interval
Max. Defrost Time
Entrée Current
Side Current
Max. Interrupt Time
Max. Evaporator Time
Manual Heating
Temperature Display
Temperature Scale
Factory Reset
*Refer to Technical Service
Manual for information on these
parameters.

Overview & Operating Instructions
Using “OPTIONS” Menu, Reading Error Log, & Setting Password:
ACTIVITY
Access/Read Error Log

STEPS/DISPLAY SHOWS
1. Complete steps under “Access OPTIONS menu”.
2. Move the “>” down to Factory Parameters
using the down key and press Enter button to go
to parameters list.

COMMENTS
The Error Log cannot be
accessed if the unit is in the
Retherm or Hold cycles.

3. Position the “>” in front of Error Log. Press
Enter button to access the Error Log.
4. Any faults stored in the ERROR LOG will be
displayed on the screen:
Example Screen:
SIDE 1 OPEN CKT
DATE: 07/07/07
TIME: 10:30 AM
ENTER NEXT, OPTIONS = QUIT
5. Press Enter button to view the next fault. If
there are no other faults the display shows:
ERROR LOG EMPTY
OPTIONS = QUIT
Yellow Light is OFF
6. If no cart is docked press the Options button
until the cart status screen is displayed OR, if a
cart is docked, continue to press Options until
the meal start time screen is displayed.
Set Chiller Password

1. Complete steps under “Access OPTIONS menu”.
2. Move the “>” down to Factory Parameters
using the down key and press Enter button to go
to parameters list.
3. Position the “>” in front of Enter Password.
Press Enter button:
ENTER PASSWORD
000
^^
4. Enter password using the Enter button to
move the (^^) across on setting and the up or
down keys to change values.
5. Press Enter button when correct values are
displayed:
OPTIONS = QUIT
6. Press Options button to save changes and
return to idle or previous screen.

The Error Log stores up to
the TEN most current faults
recorded.

The password can be any 3-digit
numeric setting.
Holding down the up or down
key while pressing allows quick
scrolling.
Once the password is set, if
it is forgotten in the future the
password can be bypassed by
using a Julian calendar to enter
the Julian equivalent for the
current date as the password:
Example password per Julian
calendar: If current date is February
15 the Julian calendar date = 046
(has to be 3 digits). January 1 to
February 15 = 46 days.
OM-CONDUVECTION
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CART LOADER CHECKLIST
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•

Entrée Plates are covered correctly.

•

Soup/Cereal lids & Hot Beverage lids are on tight.

•

All Cold items are on cold side of tray.

•

Cradles’ “feet” are in ridge of tray.

•

Tray slides UNDER heater.

•

Tray drops behind lip edge of shelf.

•

Trays are loaded from top down.

•

Patient’s name and room number are visible.

Overview & Operating Instructions
DOCK CART TO CHILLER
REMEMBER:
DOCK IT – LOCK IT – SOCKET

REMEMBER:
STOP, LOOK, AND LISTEN

Dock it, lock it, and socket:
•

Open back door of cart.  

•

Dock cart to chiller.  Chiller starts beeping.

•

Lock wheel brakes.

•

Plug Cable Connector into socket. Turn connector to right until
it clicks and dots line up.

•

BLUE light is on.  Chiller stops beeping.

Stop, look, and listen:
•

Stop - wait for red flashing light on display board to turn off.

•

Look - check display for any fault messages, and that the blue
light is on.

•

Listen - make sure the chiller is not beeping.

OM-CONDUVECTION
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UNDOCK CART FROM CHILLER
REMEMBER:
RELEASE SOCKET –
UNLOCK IT – UNDOCK IT

Release socket:
•

When GREEN ready light is on turn Cable Connector to left until
it releases from socket.

Unlock it + undock it:
•

Unlock wheel brakes on cart. Pull cart away from chiller.

•

Display shows:
-

Cart Not Plugged in.

-

Stop cycle: 5 min.

-

Hold = Force Stop.

This display will remain for 5 min.
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CART CLEANING
•

Open cart doors and remove all items from cart.

•

Spray heater shelves and inside of cart with    approved cleaner
(Mikro-Quat or Oasis 146, Render II or D10). Let set 5 minutes.
Wipe with clean damp cloth.

•

On the outside of the cart cover electrical outlet with cap.  
Spray outside of cart with approved cleaner. Wipe with clean
damp cloth.

OM-CONDUVECTION
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DISHWARE CARE - CHINA
•

SEPARATE and place entree and side cradles in flat rack.  
Scrape and SORT dishware.

•

Load sorted dishes into dish machine and wash.

		 Detergent/rinse agent:
					
					
					

Solid Power/Polydry 		
(High Temp Washing-Ecolab)
Ultraklene Plus/Ultra Dry 		
(Low Temp Washing-Ecolab)

•

Wash and rinse water temperature not to exceed 180º F.

•

SOAK dishes that do not come clean.   Use an approved light
duty nylon scrubber to remove tough soil. Run through dish
machine again.

•

STORE clean dishware in carts or racks:
Cradles in Basket Rack (separated)
Trays on Tray Drying Rack (rimmed edge down)
Entree dishes in Entree Dish Cart
Soup & side dishes in Side Dish Cart
Domes in Entrée Cover Rack (right side up)
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DISHWARE CARE - PLASTIC
•

Scrape and SORT dishware.  SOAK entree plates  and soup
bowls in hot water for 15 minutes in one of the following:
Bleach (1cup to 20 gallons hot water)
Silver Power–Solid or Soilmaster (water at least 120º F. Ecolab)
K2 (water at least 120º F. – Johnson Diversey)

•

Load sorted dishes into dish machine and wash.

		 Detergent/rinse agent:
					
					
					

Solid Power/Polydry 		
(High Temp Washing-Ecolab)
Ultraklene Plus/Ultra Dry 		
(Low Temp Washing-Ecolab)

•

Wash and rinse water temperature not to exceed 180º F.

•

SCRUB dishes that do not come clean with an approved light
duty nylon scrubber. Run through dish machine again.

•

STORE clean dishware in carts or racks:
Trays on Tray Drying Rack (rimmed edge down)
Entree dishes in Entree Dish Cart
Soup & side dishes in Side Dish Cart
Domes in Entrée Cover Cart

OM-CONDUVECTION
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FATAL ERRORS: AMBIENT AIR & REFRIGERATION AIR
Ambient Air Failure: The air in the left side of the cart is referred
to as ambient air when the cart is in a retherm mode. As the cart
heats during retherm the ambient air temperature must reach
within 20 degrees of the lower set point temperature (default
is 140 degrees F.). The temperature check occurs at the 35
minute mark of the retherm cycle. If out of range an Ambient Air
Failure (AAF) occurs. It can be caused by either environmental or
equipment issues.
ENVIRONMENTAL
ISSUES

AAF

RAF

Cart door open on 1-10
side

X

X

Cart door closed on 11-20
side

X

X

Cart docked with air gaps

X

X

Room exceeds 80° F.

X

Less than 12 in. between
chillers

X

Chiller air vents blocked

X

ENVIRONMENTAL
ISSUES

AAF

RAF

Refrigerant is low

X

Compressor not working
properly

X

Convection air heater not
working properly

X

AAF=Ambient Air Failure
RAF=Refrigeration Air Failure
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Refrigeration Air Failure: The refrigerated air in either the right
or the left side of the cart is set at a temperature to allow safe
holding of foods in a chilled state. A Refrigeration Air Failure (RAF)
occurs when the air in the cart of the right or left side is not cold
enough, or did not reach the minimum temperature requirement
(within 6 degrees F. of the set point). It can be caused by either
environmental or equipment issues.
The environment needs to be corrected before the equipment can
be safely used.
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APPROVED CLEANING AGENTS FOR USE WITH `A LA CART EQUIPMENT
USES

Product Information:
Ecolab 1 (800) 352-5326
Johnson Diversey 1 (800) 626-5015

PRODUCT NAME/
MANUFACTURER

PRODUCT
TYPE

DILUTION FACTOR/COMMENTS

Cart cleaning

MicroQuat or
Oasis 146
Ecolab

Sanitizer

Standard dilution;
Oasis 146 is
automatically diluted in
dispenser,

Cart cleaning

Render II or D10
Johnson Diversey

All purpose
cleaner and
sanitizer

200 ppm (1/4 oz per
gal of water)

Cart cleaning
– for stainless
steel

EcoShine
Ecolab

Cleaner/
Polisher

Ready to use.

Cart cleaning
– for stainless
steel

Deep Gloss
Johnson Diversey

Cleaner/
Polisher

Ready to use.

Removal of
baked on spills
on heater
elements.

Grease Cutter NC
or Oasis 133
Ecolab

Cleaner/
Degreaser

Less than 6% final
concentration (3/4 cup
per gal water)

Removal of
baked on spills
on heater
elements

Grease Beast or
D3
Johnson Diversey

Degreaser

Less than 6% final
concentration (3/4 cup
per gal water)

Presoaking
plastic dishware

Bleach

Bleacher

1 cup per 20 gal of
water.

Presoaking
plastic dishware

Soilmaster or
Enzyme
Silver Power-Solid presoak
Ecolab

Use in water at 120°F.
or hotter.

Presoaking
plastic dishware

MikroClor
Ecolab

Bleacher,
sanitizer

Follow manufacturer’s
instructions to dilute.

Presoaking
plastic dishware

K2
Johnson Diversey

Oxygen
presoak

Use in water at 120°F.
or hotter.

Dishwashing
Detergent

Solid Power
Wash Agent
Ultra Klene Plus
(low temp)
Ecolab
Suma Super L1
Low Energy – LED
Johnson Diversey

-

Dishwashing
Rinse Agent

Poly Dry
Ultra Dry (low
temp)
Ecolab
Suma Select A7
Johnson Diversey

-

Rinse Agent

OM-CONDUVECTION
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Troubleshooting Guide
FAULTS & ERRORS
ERROR MESSAGE

WHAT IT MEANS

RECOMMENDED ACTION

SOFT FAULT - NON FATAL ERROR
Entrée Heater Failure Open Ckt
Error message includes shelf #
Side Heater Failure Open Ckt
Error message includes shelf #

Entrée Heater Short Ckt
Error message includes shelf #
Side Heater Short Ckt
Error message includes shelf #

Cart and chiller cannot communicate
regarding a specified heater
component (side or entrée) on a
specified shelf because there is no
electrical current flow. This can be a
blown fuse in the chiller, a failed heater
component in the cart, bad connector
pin or cable assembly wire.
When cart and chiller try to
communicate electrically, the
current flow is out of range (too
high) regarding a specified heater
component (side or entrée) on a
specified shelf because this is usually
a bad heater, and may cause a fuse in
the chiller to blow.

Undock cart and clear fault from chiller,
recording them on the Cart Chiller
Maintenance Log. Dock cart to another
chiller and see if fault message recurs. If
so, the cart is the source of the problem.
Otherwise, dock a good cart to the same
chiller and see if the fault recurs. If so,
the chiller is the source of the problem. If
the fault does not recur at all, then it was
likely a docking error. Re-dock the cart
to its designated chiller, and finally, move
the affected tray to a heater shelf that
is working. System is operational, but
service is required.

Defrost Failed Left/Right

The maximum defrost cycle is 10
minutes. A failure may mean the
defrost termination switch failed.

You may continue to use the system, but
if the fault recurs, call for service.

Cart Undocked Fault
Remove Cart, ENTER to continue

The cart has come undocked during
the chill cycle, but the cable is
connected. 90 minutes after the cart
comes off the docking switches, this
message appears. Human intervention
is required.

The food has not been actively
refrigerated for over 90 minutes. Check
food temperature with probe. If food has
not been out of temperature range for too
long, re-dock the cart and press ENTER
and the cart will resume chilling. If you
judge the food to be compromised, than
discard and replace food. The fault does
not have to be cleared from CMCS or
Error log.

Power Fail(ed):Cart Bad
Messages will vary depending on
which cycle the chiller is in: Chill,
Retherm or Hold.

There was a power failure that
exceeded the “interrupt time.” The
interrupt time is 90 minutes if chilling,
5 minutes if retherming or holding.
Messages will read as “Power failed
during chill more than 90 mn, Food
may be ruined,”
“Power Fail exceeded Int. time in
retherm, Food may be ruined” or
“Power failed while holding, Food may
be ruined”.

Cart must be undocked for screen to
clear. Then, cart can either be re-docked
(if it was chilling and is found to be safe;)
Served if it was holding and is found to be
hot enough; or put back into the retherm
cycle and undocked when trays are hot
enough. Human intervention is required to
continue operation, but the fault does not
have to be cleared from CMCS or Error
log.
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Troubleshooting Guide
FAULTS & ERRORS
ERROR MESSAGE

WHAT IT MEANS

RECOMMENDED ACTION

Ambient Air Failure
(Convection Heat Fault)
For 5 seconds the display shows on
line 4 the message “AMBIENT AIR
FAILURE”.

The air temperature in the left side
(hot side) of the cart did not reach
the minimum requirement. The check
occurs at the 35 minute mark of the
retherm cycle. The air temperature
must be within 20 degrees of the lower
set point temperature (default is 140°
F.). This is only the air temp, not shelf
heaters.

Do not interrupt the cycle! The food will
be hot. (Note: In the event the cart was
docked incorrectly with the back door 1120 side closed check food temperatures
with probe. If you judge the food to be
compromised, then discard and replace
food.) The error will be logged on both
the chiller and the CMCS computer. Clear
the error from both ASAP. The chiller can
be used while awaiting service. Food
quality will be affected due to the lack of
convection heating. Call for service.

Refrigeration Air LFT/RT Fail
For 1 minute the message on line
4 of the display alternates between
“REFRIG AIR LFT FAIL” or “REFRIG
AIR RT FAIL” and the override
prompt “Hit ENTER to ignore”.

The air temperature on the indicated
side of the cart did not reach the
minimum requirement (within 6° F. of
the upper set point in 90 minutes after
docking), i.e. the temperature was not
cold enough.

The user is prompted to press the
enter button to override the error. If not
overridden within 1 minute the error
becomes a fatal error. It is recommended
that the unit be powered down and
restarted one time. If the error occurs
again it should not be used. Service is
required.

Water Pressure Fail
(water cooled units)

Water pressure required to run
refrigeration was not achieved.

Undock the cart and power the chiller
off and then back on. Take chiller out
of service until water pressure issue is
corrected. Service is required.

HARD FAULT - FATAL ERROR

OM-CONDUVECTION
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Troubleshooting Guide
MAINTENANCE LOG:
DATE
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CHILLER #

CART #

OM-CONDUVECTION

UNIT

MEAL

ERROR MESSAGE

CHECKED
BY/DATE
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